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Having earned the break, Alliah and host mom Robyn take a perfect spring
afternoon to pose with their creations.

Stitching It Together
For my last service project, my host mom taught me how to sew. We came up with
the idea of sewing baby blankets and donating them to shelters and family support
centers. A few days ago, we finished the project—they are all ready to donate! It was
such a fulfilling moment. I am so grateful to my host family who helped me with this
idea and taught me the skills necessary.
—Alliah (YES, Philippines),
hosted by the Johnson family (UT)
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Better Understanding for a Better World
Better Understanding for a Better World
(BUBW) is a conference that unites 97
students from 38 different countries to
discuss the issues that nations face today and come up with ways to achieve
positive changes for our societies and the
entire world! What I observed is that we
CAN make changes that we desire, but
we will have to stand together. We are
the ones who challenge, share, and sometimes change each other’s perspectives.
—Mariami (FLEX, Georgia),
hosted by the Snyder family (TX)
Baltimore Harbor: Mariami (right)
and Ketevan (FLEX, Georgia) take a
break from changing the world.
At BUBW, we had one day called Interfaith Day. We visited a Catholic church,
a synagogue, and a mosque. We learned
a little bit about other religions and their
cultures. We even got a chance to eat and
learn about kosher snacks in the synagogue, and participants could observe
Friday prayer at the mosque.
—Retrisyia (YES, Indonesia),
hosted by the Casillas family (TX)

Impressed by Our Lady of Angels’
(Catonsville, MD) ornate nave, the Indonesian delegation poses for a photo.
Learning about different cultures, discussing world conflicts, and garnering
what we could from an interfaith panel
opened our eyes. We came away with a
bigger image of the world—encouraged
to become global citizens. This conference is absolutely a platform to produce
peacemakers and future leaders.
—Zac (YES, Malaysia),
hosted by the Young family (IN)
Zac shares his own unique insights
with conference-goers.
Representing PAX at BUBW were a total of 20 FLEX and YES students. These impressive students were selected for the conference
based on their PAX virtual exchange contest submissions. Curious about their projects? Watch for a special virtual exchange issue of
PAX Press coming in July!

Global Youth Service Day
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*** Contest Winner***

I was sitting in a room in front of the residents of a retirement home wondering, “Who are they? What have they
experienced? Have they ever heard of Ukraine? Will they
treat us right?” As I started communicating with them, all
my concerns disappeared. The next few hours were a true
experience of being an ambassador of Ukraine.
During the project, another Ukrainian exchange student
and I talked about our culture, history, our experiences living in Ukraine and visiting the U.S., as well as the pros and
cons of being an exchange student. Ukraine is known as a
singing nation, so I brought my guitar with me and shared
some of the Ukrainian songs written by modern bands as
well as classical poets. I translated some of the song lyrics
so that people could build images in their heads, as I was
singing about persistence, love, war, and true friendship.
In the audience, there was a man. He was nodding his head
as I was talking about the Russian invasion in some regions
of Ukraine. That man was a 95-year-old World War II veteran who served in the 8th division in Europe. He became a
soldier when he was only a year older than me. His offer to
Anastasiya serenades the seniors.
look at some pictures felt like a gift. As we were listening
to him, a sudden realization sparked inside me: we are alike. We are the generations that have seen the war. He witnessed World War II,
and our country is still fighting in a war with Russia. We both know what it is like to work hard, to listen about deaths on battlefields on
the news, and volunteer to give back to our communities. We talk in the same language on an emotional level, a language of persistence,
hope, and love. It felt like all the barriers disappeared; he wasn’t a person from the past century anymore—we were almost peers. “Thank
you for your service!” I told him looking straight in his eyes, as we were leaving. The smile he gave me was precious.
The memories and experience that I had during my Global Youth Service Day project were worth going to another continent for. The
project we created helped to destroy barriers and make the world a better place. I shared my history and culture and realized how alike
all people are despite differences in age, gender, or background. And that is why I came to the United States!
—Anastasiya (FLEX, Ukraine), hosted be the Peck family (WV)

How My Community Helped Me Practice My Faith

Being an exchange student in a foreign country means finding
ways to live differently. It can be challenging. For instance, when,
like me, you are a practicing Muslim you need to pray five times a
day. For that, you need a prayer space.
The main idea for my project was to find prayer spaces around
town. It is hard to find a prayer space, because the Muslim community is very small in my host town. I still remember my very first
time at a movie theatre. I am glad that the staff was very helpful and
tried to find a suitable space for me, but that's not always possible.

Adiatul’s project and video were featured on
goodnewsnetwork.org.

After I found four good prayer spaces, I made a video as a platform.
For me, this is just a small, simple step that I can do to strengthen
the bond between the people in my community. I am very grateful
for the generosity and support from these people even though we
are of different faiths. I have learned a lot about human kindness
from this project.
—Adiatul (YES, Malaysia),
hosted by the Sinkiewicz family (CA)
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Global Youth Service Day

Sharing Culture for GYSD

Ane and her friend had a very attentive young audience.

I volunteered at a school here in Minnesota giving talks to kids between 5-6 and 9-10 years old. I went with another exchange student
from Italy, and it was a very good experience for both of us. The goal
of going to the school was to show our culture and open the kids’
minds to other cultures and countries.
At the beginning, we introduced ourselves, talked about our everyday lives in our countries, and explained why we chose to be exchange students. Then, they asked us all kind of questions.

I loved that the kids were excited to learn about us and about our
cultures. It was crazy how interested they were in what we were saying. I thought that it was a good idea to volunteer in this way, because
the kids had an opportunity to learn and so did I. Before I came to
America, I would never have thought that I would be able to give a
talk in English in front of people. I am very happy to know that I am
able to do this now, and it is thanks to my exchange year.

—Ane (Spain),
hosted by the Jarmuzek family (MN)

Snow Can't Stop This GYSD Project
I did my GYSD project in my local park with a geocaching organization. Our main goal was to clean up the trash all around the park and
near Lake Michigan. After a long winter in Wisconsin, it’s important
to make sure that all the garbage is picked up, especially near Lake
Michigan. My favorite part was that on that day we had a snowstorm
in Wisconsin. We divided the territory among all the people that came
to support us. The snow kept coming and coming. We kept cleaning
and cleaning.
Even if I was very cold, my love for the lakes (I live near a big lake in
Kyrgyzstan, too) was telling me to continue. We spent over an hour
and a half picking up garbage. After that, we had some snacks (my
favorite: hot tea and cake) for Earth Day.
My first GYSD was very cold and unforgettable. If you think that
you helped your community, cold weather can be forgotten. It is very
important to clean the earth where we live. It is our big HOME that
we should keep clean and LOVE.
I LOVE MY BIG HOME!
A little snow can’t stop these determined volunteers!
From left to right are Anisa (YES, Thailand), Baktygul, and
Nurana (FLEX, Azerbaijan).

—Baktygul (FLEX, Kyrgyzstan),
hosted by the Boettcher family (WI)
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On the Home Front
One Spanish Artist,
One Proud Host Family
We are a family in Utah hosting an exchange student
for the first time. Joana is from Barcelona, and we
would like to share with you two of Joana’s projects.
We are so proud of Joana. Her art work Mujer de Círculos was selected to be part of the 2019-2020 Utah
Division Arts and Museums traveling exhibition of
the Utah All-State High School Art Show. Of 1,016
works submitted and 336 accepted, only 27 works
were selected to be part of the exhibition that will
travel around Utah. In addition to traveling to exhibition spaces across the state, her work will also be
included in the 2019 Utah Art Festival, where it will
be displayed in the main gallery.
Also, she received an honorary award at the art center
in Bountiful, Utah with her painting Octopus Girl.
Joana is a dedicated and talented artist. We have loved
seeing her achievements during this school year.
—The Alvey Family (UT),
host family of Joana (Spain)
Joana and Octopus Girl

Students Lend Hand for Feet
Imagine a room with 3,000 pairs of shoes and sixty
volunteers from six different countries sorting them.
This was the scene at Immanuel Lutheran Church in
Independence, Iowa on April 12 and 13.
YouCan Missions is an organization based out of
Wisconsin that collects shoes each year to send to
Belize. This year, over 4,000 pairs of shoes were
collected. Volunteers from four states and six countries helped sort, organize, pack, and ship.
PAX students Luca, Jonas, and Johanna from Germany; Rito and Noriki from Japan; Garazi from
Spain; Ilaria from Italy; Mira from Kazakhastan;
and Deqa from Somaliland all gathered on Global
Youth Service Day to help with this monstrous project. Over the course of this two-day event, about
one hundred totes were packed full of shoes and
socks.

Pictured in the front row (l to r) are Ilaria, Mira, Johanna, and Deqa

Next month, thousands in Belize will have a wontogether with (back row) Rito, Luca, and Jonas.
derful present delivered from two groups of mission workers. This would not have been possible if not for the two-day packing event. These nine foreign exchange students helped
make a difference in the world by taking time out to help the people of Belize.
—Ryan DeBoer (Iowa), host brother of Rito (Japan)

PAX PLUS
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Man About Town
Yaning—known to us all as “Potter”—has come to Hope, Arkansas and touched us all with his huge heart, loving demeanor,
and gratitude. To say that everyone in this community knows
Potter is an understatement. Potter has been here just shy of 10
months and has managed to win over the hearts of everyone he
sees—greeting them with a smile, a hug, or a helping hand. His
presence has been one we will never forget!
Potter has played basketball and baseball, attended prom,
spoken to the Lions and Kiwanis Clubs, presented at various
churches and even the chamber of commerce. Potter also has
a great relationship with the Powells. He loves his host mom
Suzy, host dad Rusty, sister Brooke, and last—but certainly not
least—his best friend and role model, brother Bradey.
—Arnetta Bradford,
regional development manager (AR)
Dina proudly displays the Malaysian flag
in front of the White House.

From Malaysia To Washington, D.C.
Last month, 11 YES students from Malaysia were invited to attend
a scholarship interview at the Embassy of Malaysia in Washington
D.C., and I, a proud Malaysian girl hosted in Yukon, Oklahoma,
was one of them.
Attending the prestigious scholarship interview, seeing the embassy, and visiting the capital city of the United States were unforgettable experiences. I had the golden opportunity to carry out
enhancement activities around the historical city with Zac, another
Malaysian PAX student and my community coordinator Carrie
Higginbotham (who was also my chaperone).
We paid visits to the White House and all of the memorials. We
also watched Congress in session at the U.S. Capitol and witnessed
the beauty of the cherry blossoms along the Tidal Basin!
We also explored the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, and Madame
Tussauds D.C. This trip was one of my most memorable experiences here in the United States. For that, I would like to express
my endless gratitude for my host family, my coordinator, and PAX.
—Dina (YES, Malaysia),
hosted by the Wootton family (OK)

Potter with host brother Bradey ahead of prom

Editor's note: Dina received word last week that she was awarded
the scholarship from the Malaysian Embassy to study in the United Kingdom. Congratulations, Dina!

Get Involved!
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Dancing through Her Exchange Year
Today, I would love to talk about my dance life in the U.S. I went
to a dance studio named Dance Dynamics with my host sister. This
studio was good for me and gave me many opportunities to perform.
I participated in three dance competitions during my exchange program. I think these competitions made my dancing more powerful.
The last competition—named "Streetz”—was my favorite.
My friends and I took six lessons before and after our competitions.
These lessons included tap dance, hip hop, jazz, ballet, and contemporary dance. At first, I was very nervous.
As time went on, however, I came to really enjoy the moment. Our
dance team competed very well, and we placed fifth in the large
contemporary group. I was glad from the bottom of my heart.
—Chisato (Japan), hosted by the Johnson family (LA)
Chisato with her dance team at their final competition

Biology Honors

Forensics Fun in Wisconsin

I am taking biology in school. I participate in every assignment
and group activity, have good grades, and am very glad to be in
that class. The other day, I got a letter from my school. My biology teacher chose me as the best student in all of her classes for
the whole year. It was amazing!

The other Saturday, I had both my PAX end-of-year meeting and
my last tournament in Wisconsin state forensics.

I was really thankful to her. I got to go to a VIP breakfast at school
and was honored in front of the other VIP guests. We had a group
picture and a picture with the principal. My host mom was there
with me. We had a great time, and she was so proud of me. I
learned that place, language, or culture doesn’t make any difference if you have passion and desire to get your dream. My love for
biology gave me this certificate and honor. It was such a pleasure
to receive such an honor in school.
—Brijesh (YES, India),
hosted by the Teague family (IN)

Brijesh with his hard-earned VIP certificate

With my exchange group, it was fun meeting with the Department
of Public Instruction of Wisconsin, touring Madison, and taking
part in an escape room. Then, my community coordinator drove
me to the state tournament, as it was also held in the state capital. I
didn’t make it to finals at state, but I was so proud of myself for ending the forensics season with four medals and a first place trophy.
I couldn’t have achieved all this without my host parents, who
drove to every meet, and my teachers who encouraged me to join
from the beginning of the season. At the final forensics get together
to celebrate the end of the season, I will give my last presentation
about dances in Ghana.
—Mardia (YES, Ghana),
hosted by the Moore family (WI)

Mardia visiting Madison during a busy weekend in Wisconsin.
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As Seen in Social Media

Click on any image to view full post

We Want to Hear from You!
Whether you have considered hosting a high school exchange student, sending your teen abroad, having an exchange student at your
school, working locally to support an international student, or you simply want to learn more about what it is we do, feel free to give
us a call at 800.555.6211.
Already involved and have something to share for a future issue? Regardless of your relationship to PAX, we are
always accepting interesting content (stories, photos, videos, etc.) at paxpress@pax.org.
PAX Press is published monthly by PAX – Program of Academic Exchange.
Learn more at www.pax.org/newspaper.

